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Earth Tales Vol II presents the finest selection of 
designs adapted from rare stones of the world. 
Through this collection, Synergraphic captures the 
natural beauty of mineral crystals and stones and 
makes them available to the world of architecture 
and interiors in glass form.

Showcasing the distinct character of high-quality precious 

stones, including the uniqueness of their colours, gradients, and 

patterns, Earth Tales Vol II is sure to leave a mark of elegance on 

all types of spaces. 

While providing lofty aesthetic value, every piece in this 

collection is able to meet high scale functional demands. All 

designs fit to a wide range of applications and are built in 

compliance to international and environmental safety standards. 

With over 34 years of innovation and technical expertise with 

glass, we bring to you the new meaning of opulence in Earth 

Tales Vol II. Within this catalogue is a splendour of glass art to 

feast on. Discover the key to the many more pathways you can 

take in transforming your spaces through glass and art.

FOREWORD
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EARTH TALES VOL. II

Earth Tales Vol II is our finest selection of rare gems and crystals, designed to bring alive the opulent 
beauty of natural stones close to man. The unique inherent colours, brilliance and swirls in every stone in 
this collection invite moments of awe and inspiration, and bring to remembrance the matchless glamor of 
creation.

From subtle neutral palettes to intricate sophisticated ones, stones from EARTH TALES VOL II can perfectly create a stunning or 

subdued atmosphere, or establish an adventurous or laidback mood. It can highlight a feature such as a countertop or backsplash, 

or fill an entire surface to complement the overall look and feel of a space.

Panels from the series are high quality prints on glass, making them a wonderful substitute for real stone in applications requiring 

lightweight properties such as skylights and lifts. Panels are also available for configuration in size, scale and orientation, as well 

as translucency and reflectivity, making them extremely versatile for a wide range of applications. As every piece is applied 

uniquely, these panels provide an alluring point of interest and continued source of inspiration for the home, office, retail, and 

hospital or hotel space.

The EARTH TALES VOL II is brought to you by passionate photographers who have journeyed to uncover mined gems and 

stones, and upon careful curating, polished and photographed each one in extremely high-resolution in order to preserve and 

perpetuate its beauty for all.EARTH TALES COLLECTION
STORY

EARTH TALES COLLECTION STORY
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Description

Maximum Size

Thickness

Glass Type

Technical Specifications

Viewing

Surface Treatment

Holes & Notches

Notes

High resolution graphic prints on glass 

1800 mm x 3600 mm

Larger custom sizes possible

Monolithic (6 / 8 / 10mm)

Laminated (5+5 / 6+6mm)

Low iron 

Tempered or toughened glass conforming to BS EN 12150, BS EN 12150-1:2015, ANSI Z97.1-2015 

and CPSC 16 CFR 1201 standards 

1-sided / 2-sided

Polish / Matte

Holes in tempered glass must be drilled before heat processing. Size of hole should be greater than or 

equal to the glass thickness and must be located with a minimum distance of 30mm from any edge. 

Glass configuration is to be advised depending on application and size of panel required.
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Extremely deep, vibrant colours
Heat resistant, suitable for 

applications such as backsplashes 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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EARTH TALES VOL. II

Suitable for interior and exterior applications Easy to clean and maintain

Great substitute for real stone, especially for 
applications that require lightweight properties 
(e.g. skylights)

Water, stain and scratch-resistant

Can be used in full length or zoomed into 
preferred section to customize designs, sizes 
and layouts fitting to an application

Durable, tested for no colour fading

High photo-quality prints Highly functional and decorative

Features
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EARTH TALES VOL. II

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

 ● Feature walls
 ● Bathroom walls
 ● Kitchen backsplashes
 ● Lift interiors 
 ● Lift lobbies
 ● Ceiling features
 ● Highlights/Accents

ONE-SIDED
OPAQUE /
TRANSLUCENT (BACKLIT)

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
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EARTH TALES VOL. IIRECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

TWO-SIDED
 ● Doors
 ● Partitions
 ● Shower screens 
 ● Skylight
 ● Windows

ONE-SIDED
TWO-SIDED 

 ● Furniture
 ● Bar counters
 ● Retail display
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EARTH TALES VOL. IIITALIAN SOUL

ITALIAN SOUL
A collection of natural stone prints characterized by 

uncommon color palette and otherworldly patterns 

tipped with a rustic touch. The Italian Soul embodies 

the Renaissance era in art form, displaying a vivid 

transiting line between classical and modernity. Each 

design in this collection portrays an awesome war 

between the vintage and the new, the past and the 

future, the medieval and the millennial.
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VERONA

ITALIAN SOUL

ROME VENICE FLORENCE

PISAPARMA RAVENNA

BOLOGNA NAPLES

TRIESTETRENTO

PERUGIAPOMPEI LUCCA

CATANIA OLBIA

MONZA

TURIN

ITALIAN 
SOUL
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EARTH TALES VOL. II

FRENCH SOUL
A collection of natural stone prints characterized by 

hearty and highly attractive uniformity. The French 

Soul marries the simple and the revolutionary, bringing 

a perfectly peaceful piece of art. Every design in this 

collection offers sophisticated optical patterns that 

exude waves of tranquillity.

FRENCH SOUL
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BORDEAUX

FRENCH SOUL

NANTES TOURS AMIENS

ROUENDIJON CANNES

PARIS ORLEANS

DUNKIRKBIARRITZ

ALBILYON NICE

COLMAR BREST

AVIGNON

CHAMBERY

FRENCH 
SOUL
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MARSEILLE

GRENOBLE

NANCYARLES

CHARTRESSTRASBOURG

PESSAC

MONTREUIL

LAVAL

FRENCH 
SOUL

FRENCH SOUL
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EARTH TALES VOL. IIGREEK SOUL

GREEK SOUL
A collection of natural stone prints characterized by 

rich blends of  textures and colours, offset by clean 

lines.  The Greek Soul offers the classics that withstand 

transition between ages. Every design in this collection 

captures stylized symmetrical curves, stucco-textured 

look, and elaborated monochromatic shades.
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LARISSAARGOS CHANIA PATRAS

RHODESCORINTH VERIA

ATHENS KAVALA

SPARTIMILETUS

ANTIOCHTRIPOLI MEGARA

CORFU VOLOS

AMPHIPOLIS

DELPHI

GREEK 
SOUL

GREEK SOUL
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EARTH TALES VOL. II

Synergraphic is a premier art+design studio that 
provides interior and architectural art glass solutions, 
bespoke lighting, installations, sculptures, features 
and murals for indoor and outdoor spaces.

Since the company’s formation in 1986, Synergraphic has 

remained at the forefront of cutting edge design, having 

created hundreds of features in glass and mixed media 

for projects in more than 15 countries - including St Regis 

Singapore, Partners Monument at Taipei 101 and the Crystal 

Pyramid in Brunei. 

ABOUT
SYNERGRAPHIC 
DESIGN

ABOUT SYNERGRAPHIC DESIGN

Synergraphic also provides a wide range of standard finishes, 

materials and glass elements to achieve excellent design 

concepts; and delivers interior pieces to make functional spaces 

work without compromising beauty. Our services include 

consultancy, art and design, prototyping, sourcing, installation, 

and more. We are committed to continually finding new means 

to increase the value of all kinds of spaces through glass and art.

Synergraphic is firmly dedicated to “The Art of Glass and 

All Things Beautiful”, and is the ideal partner for architects, 

designers and artists seeking to turn their visions into reality.





synergraphic.com.sg
sales@synergraphic.com.sg


